
Craft Materials

 • Paint
 • Paint Brush
 • Paper towel roll
 • Toilet rolls
 • Small paper plates

Craft Steps

Bicycle

 • Kitchen sponge
 • Plastic spoons, knife or fork
 • Tape
 • Scissors
 • Markers

Follow the below steps to make your Bicycle. Or you can work along with us on the Craft Video!

1. Let’s start by making the bicycle frame. Paint some paper towel rolls and the toilet rolls and set aside to dry.
2. Once dry, take one of the painted toilets rolls and some scissors. In one end of the toilet roll, cut two 4cm slits one each side 

so they are opposite each other.
3. Repeat this step on one end of the paper towel roll. On the other end of the paper towel roll cut a slit about 4cm long. At the 

end of the last cut you made make a horizontal cut out each side about 2.5cm to make two flaps. These flaps need to be 
pushed open so that a toilet roll can fit in the hole. This will be where the front wheel is attached.

4. Take the toilet roll with the slits in it and place it inside the space you have made at the end of the paper towel.
5. Secure these to pieces together with tape.

6. On the second toilet roll cut four slits about 4cm long. These slips will make a few flaps. Fold the flaps out.
7. Place this second toilet roll, with the flaps folded out, onto the middle of the paper towel roll. Fold the flaps over the paper 

towel roll and secure into position with tape. This will be the seat pole.
8. Take two small paper plates and draw some lines from the centre of plate to edge. These will look like the spokes of a bicycle 

wheel.
9. Slide each paper plate into the two slits at the end of the toilet roll and the end of the paper towel roll. 
10. To make the seat, take a piece of kitchen sponge and tape it to the tope of the seat pole. Now your bike has a comfy seat!
11. Tape a plastic fork, spoon or knife to the top of the bike frame where the front wheel pole meets the paper towel roll. This will 

be your handle bars.

What a WHEELIE awesome bike!


